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NTE Multi-Function Mini
Heat Gun with 2 Speed and
Temperature Settings (with

bonus heat shrink kit)

$32.95
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Short Description

This fast and easy to use heat gun is comfortable to hold and is light weight. It features two
speed/temperature settings for quiet operation. Low temperature setting is at 250°C (482°F) and the high
setting is 350°C (662°F). There is a safety shield on the nozzle, and it has a built-in bracket for self-support
and table top use. This heat gun is ideal for heat shrink tubing, embossing, or for drying a variety of paints,
glues, and inks. If you are creating or repairing computer wires or cables, this is the perfect tool for you!

Description

This fast and easy to use heat gun is comfortable to hold and is light weight. It features two
speed/temperature settings for quiet operation. Low temperature setting is at 250°C (482°F) and the high
setting is 350°C (662°F). There is a safety shield on the nozzle, and it has a built-in bracket for self-support
and table top use. This heat gun is ideal for heat shrink tubing, embossing, or for drying a variety of paints,
glues, and inks. If you are creating or repairing computer wires or cables, this is the perfect tool for you!

Features

 

Made from high quality materials, the heat gun is simple in design but extremely durable.
With the low temperature setting of 250°C and a high temperature setting of 350°C this mini heat gun
can handle nearly every DIY project thrown at it. Built in heat vents help decrease the internal
temperature of the hot gun and help extend its life.
Built in kickstand helps protect your tables and furniture from the gun when not in use.
Specs: 120VAC, 350 Watt, 2 Speed
Great for DIY! This is the perfect tool for custom computer cables and repair, DIY Arts & Crafts, Shrink
Wrapping, Cell Phone Repair, Heat Shrink Tubing, PVC, Embossing, Drying Paint, Clay, and Rubber
Stamp. The bonus heat shrink kit provides materials you need to repair a cord or start your next
project.

Specifications

350 Watt
482°F (250°C) Low and 662°F (350°C) High
Safety shield on nozzle
Built-in bracket for self-support and table top use
cULus approved
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Additional Information

SKU HG-300D

Weight 2.0000

Color Blue

Tool Type Technicians Tools


